Biology
&

Have fun with technology: Digital art, rocketeering, digital microscopes, film making, robotics, coding &
programming, alternative energy & much, much more!





Raspberry Pi: Dunbar Science Club demonstrates how you can use this credit-card sized computer to
teach yourself the basics of programming computers, playing games & many more exciting projects!





Your Local Radio: Discover more about East Lothian’s radio station, and be part of the live broadcast!





Fit Lab: This pulse-raising experience will allow the exploration of endurance, strength, agility, speed &
coordination through a range of zoned exhibits.





QMU School of Health Sciences: Can You Build A Body?





Exploring Electricity: Learn about electricity & how it’s made. Build circuit boards & take part in our
challenge in the Torness visitor centre stand.





Practical Science: A collection of hands-on science experiments and demonstrations to excite young
minds. Come along and see!
Countryside Rangers Coastal Discovery: Come & find out about what countryside rangers do to help
look after our wonderful natural environment.







X

Discover Biology: Join Biologists from University of Edinburgh to find out what they’ve been doing this
year, from genetic discoveries using fruit flies, to fighting infectious diseases



X

Life Through A Lens: Delve into the microscopic world, and discover its hidden secrets!

X



Robokid: Come & test your driving skills with our range of robot buggies. Drive around the floor or try
the timing challenge.





Make It Molecular: Come & make models of organic molecules from individual atoms & bonds.









Skills Development Scotland - World of Work: Science Careers Information Stand.





Crystal Chemistry: Crystals are all around us and we see them all the time in our everyday lives but
how are they made and why are they useful to chemists?





Gene Genius & Cell Investigator: Become a gene genius and investigate your cells with researchers
from the Edinburgh Cancer Research Centre & Institute of Genetics and Molecular Medicine.





Energy from wind: Find out how we harness the energy of wind to power our homes.





Be Greener: Find out about energy saving ideas, generating your own renewable energy and get an
energy audit for your own home. With Community Windpower





Household Canny Challenge: Come along & see how you can reduce your carbon footprint & energy
usage - learn how to travel greener, shop local & grow your own food.



X

From Deep Sea to Deep Space: the technologies revolutionising biological and medical imaging





Marine Touch Tank: Professional marine biologists will showcase some of the undersea wonders found
off Dunbar’s coast and rock pools. You’ll get a chance to handle some of the animals & see them up close





Dunbar Rocks: Check out our local rocks & fossils, make fossil rubbings & complete the plate tectonics
jigsaw challenge.
Sea Champions: Discover what’s being done to protect our seas, shores and marine wildlife including
sustainable fishing and ensuring our beaches and coastal waters become cleaner.









Marine Mammals & Man-made Sounds: Find out more about marine mammals & how OSC eavesdrops
on the chatter of harbour porpoises in the North Sea.





Wetlands Conservation: Make your own wooden animal whilst finding out why conservation is cool!
Get to grips with surprising props!



X

Become a Green Hero! Take our online challenge and see if you are as green as you think.



X

Lafarge Tarmac: Cast your hand print in cement, and take a 360 degree Virtual Tour of a quarry





Fascinating Mind: Find out more about your brain with our neuroscientists’ arrays of tools and tests.





Dunbar Trades’ Association: Showcasing local businesses

X



Rabbit Gestation: See a mother doe rabbit and her kits. In the school garden if fine weather.



X

Dunbar Christmas Lights: Find out about the Christmas display, and write your name in lights





&
Archaeo-science! Come and discover the power of plants in
archaeology! Find out what archaeologists can learn through tree-ring
dating and looking at pollen.
Also featuring Ötzi the Iceman and Whose Poo?

Chemistry

Busking Bikes: With mind-boggling experiments and dazzling science demos, our bikes take street
performance to a whole new level.





Seabirds Buskers: Meet Professor Egghead and the Scottish Seabird Centre’s mascot Tammie the puffin
and be amazed by super seabird facts!





Sunny Sundaes: Original 1950s Ice Cream tricycle, offering a mouth-watering array of ice creams & sorbets





SciFun: An exciting range of over 50 interactive science activities including: controlling lightning; seeing a
hole in your hand; solving a crime; making a human electric circuit; “relaxing” in the ever-popular spinning
chair; and many, many more. (Free Admission)







X



X



X

Dunbar Library Events:



Scottish storytelling Centre storyteller

(Free Admission)



Science craft activities

Grown-Up Fun @ SCI-FUN:

A night of comedy, music, science and entertainment

8-11pm, Main Halls

This is your chance… come and play… without your children! Have a great
night out and play with your friends. Feel free to be silly.

£8 BYOB
Gerry Hughes
8-10pm, Gibb Room
£4 BYOB

Hear about the epic and inspirational adventures of
The first deaf yachtsman to complete a round the world
voyage via the Five Great Capes.

